By Chris Munch & Jay Cruiz

How Our Students Make $2,079+ Per Week With A Handful
Of Simple Websites & "Done For You" Traffic

RSVP FOR “THE $100K SHOUT OUT” WORKSHOP
In This LIVE Workshop You’re Going To Discover:
• How to make $2,079+/week in recurring profits with unique “Amplification” campaigns – PLUS
the best niches and industries to target for biggest profits.
• The unveiling of a never-before-seen platform that does ALL the marketing work for
you and attracts buyers for you from all over the web.
• How you can dive into this extremely underground approach to a 6-figure business model and
enjoy VERY LOW competition with HIGH profit potential.
• How to use this to get buyers for eCommerce products & Affiliate offers OR follow my
personal recommendations of what to promote for huge profits.
• The unique kind of website you can set up with no tech experience to attract more buyers and
traffic to anything you want to sell without needing to ‘sell’.
• How to hit $3,000/mo within 90 days, without risking a single dollar – even if you’re a
complete beginner with no experience.
• How we transformed a complex and difficult (but very powerful!) method into a simple 2-Step
Process you can rinse & repeat, scaling practically to infinity.
• How doing this in your part-time, spare time, free time, in evenings or on weekends can get
you to 6-figures in annual recurring profits….
• Why this ‘advanced’ method can now be done by anyone... young fathers, stay at home
moms, retirees, college students, self-educators, English speakers and those who learned it as
a second language… all from anywhere in the world.
Demand for this Workshop will be huge. We’re going to hold numerous workshops throughout
the day, something to suit all time zones… but they will get full.
So visit this URL as soon as you can to RSVP and select a time for your workshop:

https://go.100kshoutouts.com/Ricky_Workshop

YOUR STORY / OUR STORY
Only a few times in a lifetime, are you introduced to something truly original.
Most of the time, what’s presented as ‘new’ only turns out to be some kind of spin on what you
already know. A tweak, a loophole or a catch.
What you’re going to read in the following pages IS something truly original.
It’s never been done before. I know this, because I’ve been developing it for the past 5 years
and dreamed of having it for my own business, probably for the last 10.
While it certainly builds on early methods and practices that helped me make my very first
$100,000+/year online… as well as many others I showed it to…
… this is the first time in history it’s all come together to form something you can do by yourself,
even as a complete beginner, without any special skills or experience.
We all have a “Reason Why” we want to make a living online. Yours is as individual to you as your
fingerprints. It’s why you’re reading this now. Family, Freedom, Time, Experience… we share
some things in common, but your reasons are still your own.
Before we dive into what this whole thing is about… it seems only polite to introduce ourselves
first – and give you a little background into who you’re hopefully going to trust over the next few
months… to change your business, and your life.

MEET CHRIS
If you don’t know me already, my name is Chris Munch
and I’ve been involved in online business and marketing
for over 10+ years now.
I grew up around my father who built custom kitchens
in his workshop. He worked long, tough hours and
carried tremendous stress on his shoulders.
He always told me “I don’t want you doing this when
you grow up” and that message stuck with me.
I was fascinated with the idea of making a living
from things I did online. So I started building blogs in
consumer niches, using a very ‘bare bones’ version of what you’re going to see later in this
book, to get traffic and buyers.
My biggest campaign drove about 50,000+ visitors in a day and generated $1,000+ in a single
day, for the first time. Knowing what I know now, I could have made 10x to 50x more money
that that! But at least I knew I was on to something…
I started to get software developed that would automate some of the things I did every single
day to get traffic. Making things a little easier and a little faster would let me get the biggest
results for minimum effort. My blogs started making me a passive $100,000+/year and I
wanted to share what I had built and discovered.
Maybe it was watching my father as I grew up… or the gratitude I felt towards the smart
and hard-working people who helped me along the way, while they were building their own
businesses and online ventures around me…
Perhaps it was my time working for a failing bank that got ‘bailed out’ by every day people
and small business owners making an HONEST living (I quit, by the way).
Whatever it was that compelled me, I wanted to help small businesses and anyone trying to
live a good and better life, with more freedom and opportunity… succeed.
Today I turn my attention to you. I’m going to show you the method I used to make my
first $100,000+/year online in a way that’s more powerful than ever… and all you have to do
is ‘select’ something to promote… and the marketing gets done for you.

MEET JAY
I met Jay several years ago on a high-level marketer’s
cruise. I realized immediately how he was the missing
piece in my business. We started working together
soon after.
We were a perfect fit. Back when I was still perfecting
the method you’re going to see later in this book – Jay
was the one who helped me figure out how to make the
most profit from it – and break it down into the simplest
steps so even a complete beginner could do it.
His efforts all those years ago created the ‘getting paid’
strategies we train and coach our students in today… so they can make $2,079+ per week
or more in pure profit.
Jay is the personification of ‘work it until you make it’. He won’t be outworked and his
relentless drive to live the life he wanted (and give something back to the people he loves)
is nothing short of inspirational.
Our skills complement each other and together we’ve grown our SaaS company into an 8figure enterprise, with a global team of over 30+ people, which is making a genuine
positive impact on the world every day. It’s helping people exactly like you end “Their Traffic
Struggle” for good.

If you want to make $2,079+ profit per week – this matters to you. Because in the following
pages you’re going to discover, for the first time ever, the most reliable and consistent path
to building a 6-figure business I’ve ever known.
I’ve shared these stories with you so you know a little of where we came from. We’re probably
going to be working together more closely over the next few months, so it’s good to know
who you’re listening to.
We’ve already helped over 10,000+ people build their businesses and online venture – and
this is, without a doubt, our most effective effort to date.

The Key To Building A Real $2,079+/Week
Business With A Handful Of Simple Websites &
“Done For You” Traffic
With No Product, No Audience, No List, No SEO,
No Social Media & No Paid Advertising...
Let me ask you a serious question...
If We Gave You A Handful Of Websites To Make $2,079+ Profit Per Week…
If You Had Buyers Arrive At Your Sites Without Doing The Marketing Work…
Do You Think You Could Commit To That Process?
Because since 2014, we and out students have quietly been raking in profits from a few
hundred dollars, to $2,079+/week or more… using the complete underground system you’re
about to see.

Our Proven Method For Making $2,079+/Week Profits Can Now Be Done
Even As A Complete Beginner… Nothing Like This Has Ever Been Done Before.
First though… we need to make you aware of something…

The 2x Hottest Online Trends Of 2019 – And Why They‟ll
Almost Certainly Fail To Make You $2,079+ Per Week…
Anyone who wants to make a profit online, needs people to see their websites, offers… or anything
else they choose to promote. They need traffic. Traffic = Profit.
You might also know... getting enough traffic to make a good profit is hard.
Especially when the ‘hot traffic method’ keeps changing every few years months.
Right now, it’s Facebook Ads, which is slowly giving way to YouTube Ads.
They can be great traffic sources, they make some people a lot of money.
But for every success story, there are about 99 stories of failure, frustration and heartache.

For example, one very smart guy we know, spent his entire
$3,000 bonus on Facebook Ads (plus a little more). He got around
2,000 people to click his ads and submit their email address…
Want to know how much he made with that list of 2,000 people?
One sale, for $24…

Most People Haven’t Made Any Money At All Doing This – Because:

Their Advertising Accounts Keep Getting Shut Down
They Can’t Get Their Ads Approved
Winning Campaigns Eventually Dry Up
“Cost Per Lead” Is Going Through The Roof
People Are Growing Blind To ‘Most’ Online Ads
Profit Margins Are Getting Tighter
Competition Is Increasing
Conversion Rates To Sales Are Falling
You Start From Scratch With Every New Ad Campaign

Millions Of People Struggle To Make A Profit With Facebook Ads,
YouTube Ads, Google AdWords, SEO – Because They‟re Playing An
Unwinnable Game…

What’s happening with Facebook Ads now, will happen to YouTube Ads soon.
It’s the same thing that happened with SEO (Search Engine Optimization) a few years ago – and
Google AdWords before that.
It becomes too difficult to enter; and too slow or expensive to make a profit.
The big money is made by a small handful of people. They usually don’t like sharing.
We, on the other hand LOVE sharing what we do to get traffic and make serious profits… In
fact we’re sharing our very best method in the LIVE workshop here:

https://go.100kshoutouts.com/Ricky_Workshop

Meanwhile, Our Students Quietly Make $2,079+/Week
By Doing Something Completely Different…
When you can drive traffic, you can make a profit.
When you don’t rely on getting ‘permission’ from a billion dollar corporation to get traffic, things
get much easier.
When you can do things in such a way, those companies actually WANT YOU to drive traffic the
way you do… everything changes.
You’re about to see what we do to fuel our businesses with people who want to buy the offers we
promote… first though, keep the following in mind… it might explain something important to you.
Then you can have something simple working for you like this…

With The Right Traffic – Just A Handful Of Simple Sites Can Generate
$2,079 Profit Per Week For You – Even As A Total Beginner!

What The Gurus Tell You About Getting Traffic
Isn‟t Necessarily “Wrong” – They Just Lost Touch…
First off… we aren’t into ‘guru-bashing’; it’s a cheap trick to get people worked up.
The following is real advice from our combined 25+ years of hardcore business experience.
So pay close attention now…
Most ‘big names’ aren’t just trying to rip people off – AND – getting traffic isn’t that complicated.
Now hold on for a second! We’re going to explain that real quick…
If you speak to the average person on the street, they can usually guess how to get traffic.
Almost on instinct, they realize…
When it comes to online business, you need to be everywhere.
The more places you (or the offer you’re promoting) can be seen… the more people have the
potential to buy.
So the more potential YOU have to make money.
Pretty simple.
It’s no surprise then… nearly all the ‘big names’ tell you more or less the same thing.
So The Question Is…

If Getting Traffic Is So Simple, Why Isn’t Everyone
Making $2,079+ Per Week? Well…

At some point; a lot of the big guys reach a point in their business, where it’s easy to lose touch.
And guess what? Many of them lost touch.
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They give good ‘high level’ advice, but it doesn’t work out in the REAL world, for REAL people.
Here’s What Usually Happens – Maybe It Already Happened To You…
FIRST you choose ONE offer to promote and focus on ONE traffic channel…
THEN you look for some ‘expert advice’ and get told
e.g. Blogging is the way to go…
THEN they tell you – you need to do Video as well…
THEN they tell you – you need to do Podcasts as well…
THEN they tell you – you need to get on Big News Sites as well…
THEN they tell you – you need to get some PDFs out there as well…
THEN they tell you – you need to leverage Social Media as well…
AND FINALLY – You Realize The Most Horrible Truth Of All…

… There Just Aren’t Enough Hours In The Day To Create All These
Blog Posts, Articles, Videos, Podcasts, Slides, PDFs Alone!

Even so… the more places you, or your offer, get seen – the more people can potentially buy it.
So YES, it’s great to have blog posts, news articles, videos, podcasts, PDFs, social media and
everything else working for you… BUT…
Here’s where the big guys completely lost touch…

Most People Don’t Have $10,000’s To Spend On A
Full-Time Marketing Team, Like They Have!

It all works for them because they can AFFORD to be seen everywhere!
They can afford to get other people doing most of it for them… (sometimes, all of it!)
So where does that leave a person who’s just getting started?
Where does it leave REAL people?
Where does it leave a complete beginner?
Where does it leave someone with a business already, who wants and needs it to grow?
And What Happens If…
… you’re not a writer?
… you can’t afford expensive video equipment?
… you don’t want to appear on camera?
… you don’t want to use your own voice?
… you work a full-time job?
Are you stuck? No traffic for you? No profit either?
Well… yes, that’s usually the case.
That’s why almost nobody is making $2,079/week online, or anything close.
Which is why we decided to change things…
BTW – You can get the details of our $2,079/wk roadmap on the Live Workshop:

https://go.100kshoutouts.com/Ricky_Workshop

Sound Too Good To Be True? Well, Here‟s How Chris Munch Made
His First $2,079+/Week & Why You Should Never Try It!

If you ask anybody about Chris Munch, they’ll usually say “he does things a little differently”.
And thankfully so – because now you can do (a better version of) what he did, escaping the
same traps everybody else gets led into. Here’s how it started…
Around 2006, he finished college and tried to start a business online.
No surprise; it didn’t go to plan and he had to take work… blogging for AOL (remember
them?)
The job didn’t pay much, but he learned A LOT about getting traffic.
He started applying and improving on those methods for his own business.
After a few weeks he was attracting thousands of people to his sites and offers, each day.
Chris even pulled over 50,000+ visitors with a single campaign… and saw his first $1,000 day.
That was a big day. It didn’t last, but…
After a few weeks, he WAS making a consistent $1,000/mo…
Then a couple months later; a steady $10,000/mo
So while other people spun their wheels with paid advertising and search engine
optimization…
Within a few months of starting, Chris had a 6-Figure business.

Using A ‘Bare Bones’ Version Of The Method We Use Today – Chris Was
Attracting Tens Of Thousands Of People Per Day To His Sites & Offers…

All because of an underground traffic method almost nobody knows about – even today.
We call it; Amplification.
The only trouble… it would take about 14+ hours per day to do it!
That’s no way to live…
Fortunately, you won’t have to.

$2,079+ Weeks Become Possible When You Can Get
14 Hours Of Marketing Done With Just 6 Minutes Effort
Over the next few years, Chris developed tools and software to take some of the work off his
shoulders… and put an end to those 14+ hour days.
He started sharing these tools and methods with others.
They found similar success.
We started crowd-sourcing ways to make the method even better and more powerful.
We and our students started getting bigger results, with less effort.

Hundreds Of Dollars In 24 Hours With As Minimal Effort Humanly Possible...
We kept improving & automating The Amplification Method, developing the tools, until…
Our students were making $2,079+ per week as well – living an authentic “4 hour work week”.
Because every time they used the method, it STACKED on their results from before.
So nobody ever started from scratch – they KEPT STACKING their results, bigger and
bigger.
Today, we’ve reached a point where…
It’s finally possible to get 14 hours of marketing done with just 6 minutes effort.
This is what we recommend you do instead, if you want to hit $2,079+ per week in profit…
with the freedom to actually enjoy it.
So the question on your mind right now, might be…

Can Anyone Make $2,079+ Per Week
Using The Amplification Traffic Method?
Yes.
We know this works and so do our students – we’re certain it would work for you too… our
successful students came from all walks of life.

Our Student ‘Test Pilots’ Came From All Walks Of Life – And Were
Able To Change Their Lives Using Our “Amplification” Method…
We work really closely with our students and listen to their stories.
We recently asked our audience on a Training Workshop and this is what they said – see if
any of their stories below resonate with you & why you’re here now…
(NOTE: While the identities below have been changed (because a person’s ‘Why’ is a very personal thing),
each one of the following accounts comes from a REAL person with a REAL “WHY” driving them
– through any obstacle standing in their way…)

We Know This Is Going To Work For People Like…

Richard
Who’s sick of being on call all the time and wants freedom
from corporate control, so he can life on his own terms.

Kate
A single mom trying to provide a comfortable living for
her kids, because their deadbeat Dad refuses to.

Eddie
Who wants to give his son the best start in life and a great
education, so wants to pay for him to go to private school.

Abe
A young father who speaks English as a second language, and
wants to provide a good life for his new wife and child.

Charles
Who wants to buy a second home in Spain so he can vacation
at will and always have a place just to escape to.

Jane
Who’s coming up to retirement and wants to move to Jamaica, so she
can enjoy the sun, sand, music and laughter with peace of mind.

Ken
Who wants to become the sole bread-winner of his family and replace
his wife’s income, so she can stop work and they can both retire early.

Ravi
A college student who doesn’t want to be saddled with debt,
or be forced to rush straight into a career after graduation.

Amy
Who just wants to get by, without the worry of bills
every month and finally get a good night’s sleep.

Franklin
A fine and hard-working man who wants to retire comfortably
and live his golden years fully, and with dignity.

RSVP FOR “THE $100K SHOUT OUT” WORKSHOP
In This LIVE Workshop You’re Going To Discover:
How to make $2,079+/week in recurring profits with unique “Amplification” campaigns –
PLUS the best niches and industries to target for biggest profits.
The unveiling of a never-before-seen platform that does ALL the marketing work for
you and attracts buyers for you from all over the web.
How you can dive into this extremely underground approach to a 6-figure business model
and enjoy VERY LOW competition with HIGH profit potential.
How to use this to get buyers for eCommerce products & Affiliate offers OR follow my
personal recommendations of what to promote for huge profits.
The unique kind of website you can set up with no tech experience to attract more buyers
and traffic to anything you want to sell without needing to ‘sell’.
How to hit $3,000/mo within 90 days, without risking a single dollar – even if you’re a
complete beginner with no experience.
How we transformed a complex and difficult (but very powerful!) method into a simple
2-Step Process you can rinse & repeat, scaling practically to infinity.
How doing this in your part-time, spare time, free time, in evenings or on weekends can
get you to 6-figures in annual recurring profits….
Why this ‘advanced’ method can now be done by anyone... young fathers, stay at home
moms, retirees, college students, self-educators, English speakers and those who learned
it as a second language… all from anywhere in the world.

Demand for this Workshop will be huge. We’re going to hold numerous workshops throughout
the day, something to suit all time zones… but they will get full.
So visit this URL as soon as you can to RSVP and select a time for your workshop:

https://go.100kshoutouts.com/Ricky_Workshop

And Remember…
This is something you can do part time and at your own pace.
This is something you can do in your free time, around your job, in the evenings or on weekends.
This is something you can do from anywhere in the world, with an internet connection.

Making $2,079+ Each Week Gets You Away From Monthly Worries Like Bills And
Mortgage Payments & Moves You Towards The Things You Want In Your Life…

A Quick Word! The Most Important Thing To Your Success
(Without This There‟s An 87% Chance You‟ll Fail…)
The examples above are real examples, taken from some of the people we’ve helped.
Every single one of them has a strong REASON WHY… as in…
Why are you even reading this now?
Why would you want to make $2,079 each week?

For Example:
For someone who barely sees their kids – replacing your salary and quitting your day job
means you can work less and see them more, so you can take a bigger part in their lives.
For someone who wants to travel – you’ll have the freedom and opportunity to go wherever
you want, whenever you want, to do whatever you want.
For someone who works a 9-5 and LOVES their job – doing this as a side hustle in the
evening can bring you perfect peace of mind, while still doing what you love.
For someone who cares about their health and wants to eat fresh and organic – those
prices can mount up, so now you can easily afford to nourish yourself the way you want.
For someone whose health may be in trouble – less stress, better food, more freedom, the
money to pay for an expert opinion or a treatment can make a world of difference.
For someone looking to find love – having freedom, plenty of disposable income and
making a living doing something cool makes for some great date conversation!
For someone who wants to change the world – you’ll need some funding behind you and
this way, you’ll never have to answer to any sneaky ‘venture capitalists’…
Look, your REASON WHY completely and uniquely belongs to you.
There is no good or bad reason why…
Your “Reason Why” only has to be strong enough, you can actually FEEL IT – RIGHT NOW!
At that point, all you need is the right method and the right tools to bring it all together.
You can then focus that energy and create the life you deserve; a life of your own design.
Perhaps you’ll accomplish some of the things our other students have done…

Some Results From Some Of My Student “Test Pilots”…
My group of ‘Test Pilots’ continue to use the Amplification method and our simple 2-Step
Process.
They tend to make bigger profits the more they do this.
But even as they were just getting started, as beginners to the method…
Even with an earlier version of the method…
And even with something about 20-25% as powerful as what we have today…
They Were Able To Make “Amplification” Profits Like This:

$4,191.00 In 15 Days & Just Getting Started…

Denker S. – Went On To Generate Over $200,000+ In 9 Months…

$42,481.37 Per Month Rate Hit Within 6 Weeks…

Brent G. – Continued To Enjoy A Record-Breaking Earnings Year…

$107,229.94 In 365 Days As A Side Hustle…

Adam J. – Averaged One Campaign Per Month To Hit His $107,229+
And Put In A Total Of Just 15 Hours Effort To Make It Happen…

$136,801.94 Per Year Completely Replacing His Job Income…

Justin W. – Stacked His Profits To $2,079/Week And Way Beyond!

So, How Long Does It Take To Hit
$2,079/Week With “Amplification”…?
The truth is, it’s different for everybody…
Here Are Some Examples:
•

Justin made $2,999 in 7 days, and kept building from there…

•

Adam made $150 on his first day, made nothing for a week, then things exploded…

•

Greg got to 3,573/mo within 30 days…

•

Sandra started making $1,500/mo within 19 days…

•

And Iris actually made $1,199 before even buying!

(we’d given Iris a quick tip, she took action and immediately made a profit!)
You can go at your own pace.
And the true beauty is, every time you use it… you STACK your results, each time!
So there’s no more starting from scratch every time… the more you do it, the better your results!
We can’t say exactly when you will make your first $1, or your first $2,079/week.
But what we CAN say for sure… this ISN’T a push button ‘get rich quick’ scheme.
This is about building a REAL business, making REAL money, for REAL folks… with as minimal effort
as humanly possible.
And most importantly…
This is better than ANY other alternative, better than anything you’ve seen for the past 5 or 10
years online... because it’s finally, truly automated marketing and traffic… which STACKS.
Don’t just take our word for it…
Now let’s talk some specifics…

How Do You Make $2,079+ Per Week With
“Amplification”?
Here’s how it works. It’s real simple…
You get paid for connecting certain types of products and offers, with the people already looking
to buy them.
That’s where those simple websites come in.
(and don’t worry, there’s no need for any technical skill… if Jay can do it, you certainly can!)
The buyers comes through “Amplification” campaigns that are completely for you – more on that
in a moment.
Take a look at the ‘big picture’ here…

You Can Make $2,079/Week With Your Handful Of Simple Sites By Promoting Certain Types Of
Products & Offers… Having The Marketing Work Done For You!

Finally then… let’s answer that burning question.
How Can We… And Why Would We… Do The Marketing For You?

Introducing The World‟s First & Only
Amplification Engine…

The World’s First & Only “Amplification” Engine – Created To Automates Our
Most Powerful Traffic & Buyer Getting Method Inside Our Own Business!

We should tell you now…
AmpiFire was created for our own business – it’s unavailable to the public.
(However – you may be able to get access to AmpiFire if you keep reading… )
Once again…
Amplification is a very underground method of driving traffic and attracting buyers.
Very few people know about this method, but it makes a LOT of money for those who do it.
It’s all about getting an offer seen “everywhere, in every way”.
It’s also what the biggest companies do; like Apple, Coca-Cola and McDonald’s…
… except WE do it with a laser-like focus to get faster results.
It also used to take a lot of work – roughly 14+ hours if we had to do it manually.
But now it takes just 6 minutes thanks to the AmpiFire software.
AmpiFire gets any product or offer seen all across the internet, automatically.
So you don’t need to create anything yourself.
AmpiFire distributes those pieces to some of the world’s biggest websites, automatically.
And it lets you tap into something incredibly powerful.
It’s called “Omnipresence”.

A QUICK EXAMPLE OF “OMNIPRESENCE”
& WHY COCA-COLA CREATED A DRINK TO FAIL
Broadly speaking… Coke isn’t actually “the best” cola in the world. Pepsi consistently performs
better in blind taste tests.
Yet according to CNN Business, Coca-Cola’s market share had climbed to 17.8% from 17.3% over
10 years, where Pepsi’s market share declined to 8.4% from 10.3%
At the time of writing, The Coca-Cola Company is worth about $200 Billion, whereas PepsiCo only
makes up around 80% of that.
So how does Coke still manage to sell more, with arguably a worse product?
Well, that question could be answered with another question…
“How far away do you think you are, right now, from the Coca-Cola brand?” (or
McDonald’s, or Apple etc.)
If you walked into the nearest store, there would probably be a cold Coke waiting for you. Perhaps
it’s sitting in your fridge. Perhaps it’s on a baseball cap in your closet.
Perhaps it’s an ad playing on TV right now, or a billboard or poster down the street.
Technically speaking, it’s right here on this page.
We’re talking about it right now.

You Could Even Find Coke In Space!

Coca-Cola is OMNIPRESENT.
It’s everywhere, like the air you breathe.
You can’t go far, without running into Coca-Cola.
When something is seen everywhere and occupies your attention (consciously or subconsciously)
it tends to becomes a person’s natural choice, because it’s familiar.
In Fact, Having “Omnipresence” Is So Powerful To Profits…
Coca-Cola even launched a new drink ‘Tab Clear’ in 1992,
… knowing it would fail!
Why?
Because earlier that year, Pepsi released “Crystal Pepsi”, which was a clear cola, which was cool
and exciting and got a lot of attention.
Even though Coca-Cola executives knew a ‘Clear Cola’ craze was a passing fad, they produced their
own version JUST TO BE SEEN IN THE CLEAR COLA SECTION!
They couldn’t allow their rivals to be seen where they weren’t.
Obviously ‘Outer Space’ wasn’t enough! And so “Tab Clear” was born…

Both products were eventually discontinued as the fad did indeed pass… but for the time they were
active, they got seen and noticed and talked about… and that’s all that mattered for Coca-Cola.

For our purposes… our ‘Omnipresence’ is all about getting your offer seen all across the internet,
with as minimal effort humanly possible.
So you start getting buyers from places like this:

AmpiFire Automatically Creates Your Advertisements & Gets Them All Across The
Web – Getting Buyers To Your Sites From The Biggest Sites On The Internet!

Each piece contains a link to your website.
They’re seen by people actively looking to buy the offers you promote on your simple websites.
Those people visit your site, see the offer, click through and buy...
And you get paid for sending those new customers!
All you have to do is...

Follow The 2-Step Amplification Process Exploding
Our Students‟ Profits To $2,079+ Per Week…
The 2-Step Process Is Simple…
Step #1 – Choose From A Selection Of Proven Offers…
Step #2 – Let AmpiFire Do The Marketing Work For You!
We’ve even removed all the guesswork in what to promote.
And that’s a very important point.
Because there are countless things to promote online – but not all are worth your time.
Some have competition that’s too high.
Some don’t have enough profit potential.
Some force you to compromise your integrity.
That’s not how you make the biggest profits with minimal effort humanly possible!
Which is why we follow...
Our ‘Simple But Strict’ Amplification Criteria:
•

LOW Competition

•

HIGH Profit Potential

•

HIGH Integrity

Following The Amplification Criteria Means:
•

You’ll Make The Most Profits For Your Time And Effort

•

You Don’t Need To Juggle Hundreds Of Offers (A Handful Will Do)

•

You Can Actually Feel Good About What You’re Promoting!

In reality – you can use AmpiFire to successfully & effectively promote anything online.
Our best students have seen massive 6-figure success promoting all kinds of things (that all follow
the criteria!)…
They’ve promoted eCommerce Products, Affiliate & CPA Offers, Digital & Local Businesses…

Amplification helps and grows everything.
Because More Traffic = More Profit.
And this can take you really far…
We built AmpiFire for ourselves, to completely automate our traffic and buyer generation.
There is so much opportunity out there though, we could never saturate it ourselves. Never.
So we decided to continue as we started – by sharing our best tools and methods, with those who
will benefit the most by using them.

We Use This Ourselves! Just One Example Makes
$78,518.41 For Just 1 Hour Effort Every 3 Months…

We Use Amplification Ourselves – This Is A Low Maintenance Side Project Alongside
Our 8-Figure SaaS (Software As A Service) Company…

If you’re interested, you can work more closely with us and we’ll even show you our list of
exactly what to promote, for biggest profits ASAP… and how we find these amazing offers
everywhere!
In fact, if you’re a beginner we’d recommend you start the same way our Top Students did.
Choosing from the list of products and offers we give you.
Let AmpiFire do the marketing work for you & power your business to $2,079/wk
That way you can focus purely on what makes you the most money.
So Start by making your first $2,079+ per week following our proven process initially.
And make sure to get on the Live Workshop first:

https://go.100kshoutouts.com/Ricky_Workshop

5x Reasons ANYONE Can Make $2,079+ Per Week
Doing This…
After working closely with over 10,000+ people, helping them fulfill their dream of creating a
profitable online business... we know a thing or two about what it takes to help you succeed.
All you need here is a computer, an internet connection and your “Reason Why”.
The method, the plan and everything else you need, we’re going to provide you with. We’re giving
you everything you need to get started – and everything you need to keep going.

Here’s 5 Reasons We Know You Can Do This:

1. You don’t need any experience because we’ll show you everything step-by-step…
2. You don’t need to buy any inventory or sell your own products, so your cash is never
tied up…
3. You don’t need to create anything (beyond telling AmpiFire what to promote)…
4. You don’t need to be located just in the USA or Europe (you can be anywhere)…
5. You don’t need any technical skills or special abilities…

6 Things That Make This Better Than Anything Else
You Could Do Online To Profit $2,079 Per Week…
#1 – Unrivalled 97% Profit Margins – WIN!
If you look at any other business model (especially when you’re being ‘sold’ any other business
model) – usually you’ll be told about revenue, sales… but not profits.
Profits are what you get to take home. Profits are what you actually keep, to reinvest or spend
enhancing your life (or the life of people you care about).
This is almost entirely profit-based and following our model to the letter, will result in at least a
97% profit margin if you follow my guidance.
That means when I say you can make $2,079 per week… that’s what will end up actually sitting in
your bank account.
#2 – No Customer Service! – WIN!
One of the major things holding people back from running their own business, is dealing with
customers… the more customers, the scarier it becomes.
All you’re doing is getting paid to send NEW customers!
That means all the work, fulfillment, delivery, development, maintenance… it means everything it
takes to run a ‘traditional’ business is taken OFF your hands.
And you still get the lion’s share of the profits.
Because THAT is how valuable what you’re going to be doing is.
#3 – You Can Sell Your Business For 2-3x Profit – WIN!
This is going to be extremely exciting for some and it’s without a doubt the fastest way to
become a millionaire with this business model.
It’s so exciting in fact, I’ve dedicated an entire section to this, later in the book.

#4 – Unlock A Multi-Billion Dollar Industry – WIN!
The fact is, we developed this method over many years and also developed the only
technology on the planet that makes it possible for anyone to do.
We since developed, perfect and systematized the model into the singular, powerful 2-Step
Process you see today.
And since this is so new… We’ve barely even scratched the surface.
Which means I can show you exactly where to find the best things to promote, which
practically nobody else even knows about!
No Competition = Easier Profits!
#5 – Almost Zero Competition – WIN!
There are more than 100,000,000+ products, offers and services you could promote
using ‘Amplification’… Not all of them will make you as much profit, as easily, as what I’d
recommend though.
But even then with my “Amplification” criteria, we’re still talking many millions of
opportunities for you to profit with practically ZERO competition.
The main point is… the market is almost entirely UNTAPPED and you’re going to be among
the first to stake your claim of a huge market where money is flowing freely.
#6 – Practically Infinite Scalability – WIN!
When you can pack 14 hours of hardcore marketing into a 6 minute effort, by simply telling
the AmpiFire software what you want to promote…
And when you can make $1,000 or more every time you do it (yes, that’s pretty standard, I
can show you that too) there’s no practical limit to how far you scale.
This means, while $2,079/week is my personal goal for you… there’s no reason you can’t
take this to $200,000+/year… $500,000+/year… $1,000,000+/year and beyond.
Let’s start with that first $2,079/week though ;)

RSVP FOR “THE $100K SHOUT OUT” WORKSHOP
In This LIVE Workshop You‟re Going To Discover:
How to make $2,079+/week in recurring profits with unique “Amplification” campaigns – PLUS
the best niches and industries to target for biggest profits.
The unveiling of a never-before-seen platform that does ALL the marketing work for
you and attracts buyers for you from all over the web.
How you can dive into this extremely underground approach to a 6-figure business model
and enjoy VERY LOW competition with HIGH profit potential.
How to use this to get buyers for eCommerce products & Affiliate offers OR follow my
personal recommendations of what to promote for huge profits.
The unique kind of website you can set up with no tech experience to attract more buyers
and traffic to anything you want to sell without needing to ‘sell’.
How to hit $3,000/mo within 90 days, without risking a single dollar – even if you’re a
complete beginner with no experience.
How we transformed a complex and difficult (but very powerful!) method into a simple
2-Step Process you can rinse & repeat, scaling practically to infinity.
How doing this in your part-time, spare time, free time, in evenings or on weekends can get
you to 6-figures in annual recurring profits….
Why this ‘advanced’ method can now be done by anyone... young fathers, stay at home
moms, retirees, college students, self-educators, English speakers and those who learned it
as a second language… all from anywhere in the world.
Demand for this Workshop will be huge. We’re going to hold numerous workshops throughout
the day, something to suit all time zones… but they will get full.
So visit this URL as soon as you can to RSVP and select a time for your workshop:

https://go.100kshoutouts.com/Ricky_Workshop

BONUS: YOUR $1,000,000+ “SHOUT OUT” EXIT PLAN!
For the most part, when people first get into a business (especially online), nobody is really
thinking of their Exit Strategy.
There may come a time where you want to move on, start a new venture, or simply ‘retire’ (for
however long that may be).

A Few Quick Things To Consider First:
The “$100k Shout Out” business barely requires any ‘maintenance work’ so even after quitting
your day job, you can run this with minimum effort.
The “$100k Shout Out” model, at its most powerful and profitable, focuses exclusively on
‘recurring revenue’ so you keep earning without working more.
The “$100k Shout Out” profit potential can take a bit of time to hit full steam, but nothing
breeds success like success! One of our students says the early wins even make the process
addictive!
Having said that, for some people, at some point, they’ll simply wish to ‘Exit’.
And following this model ‘could’ let you do that with a million dollar BANG!
It just depends on how far you want to push it.
When you have a good, steady stream of recurring profits coming in (let’s say $100,000+/year),
it becomes an intensely attractive business to other buyers, investors, agencies and business
owners.
That’s because the business model runs at about 97% profit margins and the ‘maintenance work’
is so little.
So on top of generating healthy passive profits building and running the business…
You can also SELL your “Shout Out Business” and get a huge cash payment for it.
Generally, you can sell your “Shout Out” business for 2-3x your annual profits.
*Note: Your business value will likely be listed as 2-3x what you made in profit for the past 12 months up to
that point. The table on the next page will give you a more accurate estimate of your earnings as you grow
your “$100k Shout Out” business.

And Remember… Most business owners are used to high overheads, difficult employees,
demanding customers, complicated sales channels, fierce competition… so your “$100k Shout
Out” business is like a dream come true to them.
The fact is, after a single year you’re probably going to be VERY GOOD at starting and scaling a
“Shout Out” business.
You could potentially make a great living just by building and scaling “Shout Out” businesses and
selling them for 2-3x profits each year…
OR… you can focus on scaling up a single “Shout Out” business to maximize your recurring
profits…
OR… you could blend them both, scale for a bit and THEN sell.
It’s not necessarily ‘easy’ and it will require some real dedicated effort. The rewards can be
potentially huge.
Ultimately it’s your decision – your choice – if you’re willing to push, it can be done!
On the following page you’re going to see a table of estimated business growth.

The Estimated Growth Tables Makes Four Conservative Assumptions:
1 You’re focused and dedicated to growing your business in your spare time
2 You increase your revenue by $1,000/mo every 40 day
3 You run your business at a 97% profit margin
4 4. Your cash received after sales and broker fees will total 2x Annual Profit

Once again, this isn’t something you HAVE to do – only something you can choose to do,
something that’s very possible.
You may simply choose to continue growing, stacking and scaling with your single ‘$100k Shout
Out’ business and take it from 6 to 7 figures and even beyond.
In any case – here’s a look at the potential growth, from a dedicated ‘Amplifier’ who puts in a
steady and consistent effort…

Discover How To Get Started On The Live Workshop:

https://go.100kshoutouts.com/Ricky_Workshop

CONCLUSION: MARKING THE TURNING POINT
Maybe right now you’re feeling motivated to take the next step.
Before you do though, it’s important to think about how it might change things.
Because it’s been proven, when you envision positive changes in your life, you move in a more
positive direction.
So what might it be like for you, if you found yourself bringing home $2,079+ every single week…
how would it change things?
What might it be like, to generate $9,009+/mo or more, while working a legitimate “4 hour work
week”?
What might if be like, if you found yourself with 164 hours each week free, to do whatever you
wanted? How would you spend that time?
And if you were to imagine your life like that now…
What do you do when you first wake up? What do you hear? What do you see?
What do you have as your first meal of the day? Where are you eating it?
Who do you see? Who do you speak to? What do you talk about?
Look… it’s a sad fact, but most people struggle to find fulfillment and happiness, as they’re
herded into regular jobs, in dying businesses or industries… with only a little control over their
life, earnings and destiny.
For most people, the best they can hope for at a regular job, is a choice on when to take their
‘allocated time off’. Of course, if they stop working – they stop earning.
For some people that’s good enough – for others, it just makes them feel trapped.
They too often daydream, thinking ‘one day’ and it stays a dream… that day never comes,
because they never made the promise to themselves, to change things.
The online space has created a HUGE opportunity, for literally anyone who can access the
internet…
The world is changing – automation is at an all time high – artificial intelligence and machine
learning is going to replace masses of jobs in the years to come.
It doesn’t matter how long a person will have been working a job, the world moves on, so does
business… and thousands upon thousands will be left behind.

Now is the time to take control and forge the life you’re determined to live.

Which raises another issue…
With everyone telling you what a ‘life changing’ opportunity they have to offer you, how do you
tell the difference between a passing fad, and something real?
After all, putting your effort into a business model that’s only good for 12 months, is essentially
the same as being made redundant, after a robot replaces your job.
Here’s the difference…
Some ‘opportunities’ are based on loopholes and tricks.
They definitely work… but they also don’t last (either the model gets saturated, or the loophole gets
closed; just ask any Facebook Advertiser, SEO or Amazon Seller from just 5 years ago...)
The $100k Shout Out is based on fundamental business principles that existed long before the
internet. It uses technology to empower you and make things easier.
You still have to build your business – and it’ll just be an ongoing, long term business that pays
you well into the future.
You’ll have the blueprint to follow, you just have to do it.
This business isn’t going away, there are no loopholes.
All it takes is for you to promise yourself you’ll change things… and follow the blueprint.
And with that said…
Ask yourself…

Could Making $2,079 Per Week Doing This
Make It Easier For Me To Live That Way
Life, for most people, tends to look and feel very different when you know there’s $2,079+ or
more coming into your bank account every 7 days on average.
Before we get carried away though, let’s take a quick reality check.
Because here’s something that might surprise you…

Studies Show It Only Takes
$75,000/Year To „Buy‟ Happiness
Indeed, experts have stated for a long time, just $75,000 per year ($6,250/mo) is enough to make
life easier, comfortable and more enjoyable.
We aim for $108,108 per year because we like to aim a little higher, dream a little bigger – it gives
you a ‘happiness’ buffer – and honestly, it has a ring to it!
At that point though, you’ve gone way beyond ‘keeping the wolves from the door’.
You’ve given yourself peace of mind, security… and opportunity.
You’ve provided yourself freedom, possibility… and choice.

What are you going to do with it?
If you’re still working a job that doesn’t fulfill you – would you leave it behind?
If you have a family or people close to you – how could you make their lives better?
If you wanted to travel, where would you go and what would you do?

Because you could be LIVING IT a few weeks from now.
Like we said before – some have made it there within weeks.
Others take 3 months…
Others take 6 months…

You can run your business from anywhere in the world, with anyone by your side, so long
as you have an internet connection.
You can run your business (and your life!) on your own terms, working the hours you
choose, setting your own schedule.
The profits you generate go beyond ‘happiness’ and move you into ‘purpose’.
You can make your mark on the world, in whatever way you choose.
First though – we start with “You Making Your Change”.
Remember your “Reason Why” as you started this book.
What do you even want to make $108,108+ per year FOR?
Whatever your reason for wanting this Change – make sure you do this one thing…
Whatever your reason for wanting this Change – make sure you do this one thing…

Let This Mark Your Turning Point
Let this moment be the moment you decided to change everything.
Let this moment mark the point where your life took a new direction.
Let this be the first day (not to be cliché), be the first day of the rest of your greater, more
fulfilling life… and be prepared to put in the relentless effort to earn it!
There will be challenges, but we’re going to be here to see you through, so long as you stay
consistent with us and keep taking action.
There will be huge breakthroughs, and we’re here to help you keep your head (and celebrate!),
while staying consistent and never getting complacent.
There will be that moment where you’ve achieved your $100,000/year run rate and everything
has become second nature to you…
At which point you start thinking about what’s next.
And we’re going to be right there with you.
This is the first time in history, this precise opportunity, and possibility has been real for anybody.
It can finally be done, so this is your call to take it with both hands and make everything of it
you can.
For Yourself.
For Your Loved Ones.
For Everything That’s Important To You.
And the first step is to make sure you know everything you need to know about what’s going
to come next.
All will be revealed in the Live $100k Shout Out Workshop.

Let This Mark Your Turning Point!
Chris Munch & Jay Cruiz

Fun To Run AND Lets You Live The Life Of Your Dreams…

RSVP FOR “THE $100K SHOUT OUT” WORKSHOP
In This LIVE Workshop You’re Going To Discover:
How to make $2,079+/week in recurring profits with unique “Amplification” campaigns – PLUS
the best niches and industries to target for biggest profits.
The unveiling of a never-before-seen platform that does ALL the marketing work for
you and attracts buyers for you from all over the web.
How you can dive into this extremely underground approach to a 6-figure business model and
enjoy a VERY LOW competition with HIGH-profit potential.
How to use this to get buyers for eCommerce products & Affiliate offers OR follow my
personal recommendations of what to promote for huge profits.
The unique kind of website you can set up with no tech experience to attract more buyers and
traffic to anything you want to sell without needing to ‘sell’.
How to hit $3,000/mo within 90 days, without risking a single dollar – even if you’re a
complete beginner with no experience.
How we transformed a complex and difficult (but very powerful!) method into a simple 2-Step
Process you can rinse & repeat, scaling practically to infinity.
How doing this in your part-time, spare time, free time, in evenings or on weekends can get
you to 6-figures in annual recurring profits….
Why this ‘advanced’ method can now be done by anyone... young fathers, stay at home
moms, retirees, college students, self-educators, English speakers and those who learned it as
a second language… all from anywhere in the world.
The demand for this Workshop will be huge. We’re going to hold numerous workshops
throughout the day, something to suit all time zones… but they will get full.
So visit this URL as soon as you can to RSVP and select a time for your workshop:

https://go.100kshoutouts.com/Ricky_Workshop

